Tides & Times

Summer May Be Coming to a Close, but Cruising Doesn’t Have To

September 1, 2021

Summer has flown by; I can’t believe we are already into September. My oak tree at home has already begun
shedding its leaves and young folks are heading back to school.
A change of seasons doesn’t necessarily mean a change in
cruising plans though. There is still plenty of boating fun to be
had into the fall. Puget Sound’s shorelines can be a wonder to
behold with the colorful leaves and the water lapping at the
shores.
Sure, you may not be able to enjoy the sun with your shorts
and flip flops, but a cozy sweater is just as comfortable
onboard a boat and your favorite destinations can be
discovered all over again in a different season.
Boating in the northwest can be a 4-month season or a 12-month season depending on your view. With some good foul
weather gear, a pot of coffee and some good heat, a fall or winter cruise can be a wonderful experience and an opportunity to
use some boating skills that are not normally required in the nicer weather. The change in seasons may require more navigation planning, using your radar and AIS and let’s not forget about the windshield wipers (have you changed them recently?).
Another advantage to off season cruising is the normally popular boating destinations will be all but empty of people, giving the
sense that you are the only boater out and about. I can remember one January, I had cruised to Olympia for the weekend.
When we woke on Sunday morning, 3 inches of snow had fallen over night. Sure, it was chilly and damp, but we cranked up the
heaters, made coffee and hot cocoa and got underway. That cruise back to Tacoma was one of the prettiest I have ever
experienced. It’s not often we get to see our area blanketed in snow, none the less from the water.
The change in seasons also brings another opportunity: boat maintenance. Many boaters put their boat away in September and
don’t think about it again until spring. When spring comes, suddenly it’s time to get that tune-up done and the bottom painted
and that new radar installed. I would encourage you to think about planning for your annual maintenance during the winter
months. Many boat yards slow down during the off season. A few yards slow enough that they have to lay employees off.
Taking your boat in during the offseason will do two things: A) your boat will be ready to go without waiting come spring. B)
taking work to a yard in the off season can help them maintain staffing as well as keeping their doors open. In the off season,
you will probably be less pressed for time and thus allowing the yard more time to do a proper job.
Whatever your fall and winter boating plans may be, I hope you take at least one opportunity to experience what the off
season has to offer.
Be kind to one another and I’ll see you on the docks,
Tarin
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FALL BACK TO WINTER HOURS—MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 6th!
The Foss Harbor store hours will be reverting to the fall/winter schedule on September 6th. The hours of operation will be as
follows:
Store: Monday—Saturday: 10AM-6PM

Sunday: 10AM-5PM
Fuel: Monday—Saturday: 8AM-6PM
Sunday: 9AM-5PM

Foss Photo of
the Month
Now here’s an unlikely pair of new friends.
Apollo the dog was walking the docks with his
pet human Nick, when he met a curious
harbor seal and the two exchanged a friendly
hello in passing. There is always something
wonderous to see in our very own back yard.
Thank you Nick Cipriano for the picture!
Do you have a picture of the marina, local
waters, or Tacoma that you’d like to share?
Send your submission to:
Melynda@fossharbor.com

Safety Tips for an End-of-Summer Tidy Up
Do you know where your flares are, or did you bury them under the inner tube in the
back lazarette?
•
•

Are life jackets serviceable, or has the dog eaten one? Have you periodically inspected
any inflatable life jackets?

•

Is your throwable (Type IV) personal floatation device still at the helm within easy
reach, or did a guest hide it in the back under the stern seat?

•

Are all of your navigation lights still working?

•

Have you checked your U.S. Coast Guard Local Notice for Mariners lately to see if
anything has changed, such as recent storms affecting navigation or infrastructure
work?

Could you find your flares in here quickly?

Over the course of the summer, have your boat trailer’s safety chains accidentally dragged on the pavement leaving them
compromised? Are brake lights still operable?
•

Want to learn more about boating safety? Take a free online boating safety course from the Foundation at
BoatUS.org/Free.
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Tacoma Waterfront Association
The Tacoma Waterfront Association is having its Crab Feed Fundraiser September 21st!
Support TWA and our waterfront community while enjoying all-you-can-eat Dungeness
crab, salads and bread!

Don’t forget the silent auction with
dozens of valuable items! Proceeds go
to contributing to a great cause;
making Tacoma’s waterfront accessible
to everyone for business, trade and
recreation.

Tickets available at
ww.tacomawaterfront.org; Email
Ian@fossharbor.com for more info or
sponsor opportunities.

FHM Hats are back in stock! If you didn’t get the
color or style you wanted earlier this summer, come
on in and see what’s new!

How many boaters does it take to change a
lightbulb?
None. Because the right size bulb isn’t on

board, the parts store has it on backorder,
and the mail order business doesn't ship to
my location.

(It’s funny b/c it’s true…)
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Where To Anchor
Much of the skill of anchoring comes down to
assessing conditions. Before you arrive at an
anchorage, study the area chart to gain valuable
information on depth, the type of bottom, and
any navigational hazards. Make sure that the
bottom offers something your anchor can grab
and is clear of obstructions such as rocks, coral
heads, or sea grass. Most charts have
abbreviations that identify the type of bottom
and any characteristics, such as kelp, mud, or
rock. If the chart says the bottom is "hard," your
mud anchor may not set. The meanings of the
abbreviations are usually shown in a legend box
on the chart. Pilot and guidebooks often carry
additional info on anchorages, sometimes with
photographs — aerial photos are especially useful. Many are written by cruisers and boaters who know the
area well and have local knowledge.

Always Anchor From The Bow
Sinkings of small boats can happen when anchored from the stern, something usually done for convenience
while fishing. It's a bad idea. In most cases, the boats filled with water from waves or a wake coming over the
already low transom of an outboard-powered boat and the boat capsized. The bow is the strongest part of a
boat, most able to withstand and ride up and over waves. It should be the only place an anchor is tied on a
small boat.
When You Arrive
Check how many boats, if any, are already anchored. Will there be room for you, too, while allowing safe 360degree swinging room for your boat and those around you? Seeing other boats already anchored may a be a
good indicator that the anchorage is safe, but not always. The prudent skipper must make his or her own
decisions. If the anchorage looks crowded when you arrive, it may be best to find an alternative.
Good manners dictate that you don't want to anchor too close to other boats. You need to consider that boats
will swing as the tide changes or wind shifts, so you need to be far enough away that, when you all swing, you
won't bump into other boats in the middle of the night. Remember, some boats react differently to wind and
current and thus swing differently. Boats typically oscillate to the wind every 1 to 5 minutes and not at the
same time, which means the entire anchorage might look different every few minutes. So take your time to
select your spot.
Wind And Weather
As wind speed doubles, its force quadruples, so ideally you want the wind coming off the land, to give you
protection. This way, not only will the fetch (length of water wind blows without obstruction) be minimized, but
the boat will blow away from shore, minimizing waves. Avoid anchoring in a location where the wind is blowing
onto shore, called a "lee shore," a potentially dangerous situation as waves could be larger and the boat could
be blown onto the beach should the anchor let go or drag.
Continued on page 5
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WHERE TO ANCHOR CON’T

Take Tidal Range Into Account
Some anchorages look inviting at high tide, but when the tide recedes, dangerous rocks or the seabed may be
exposed, leaving you high and dry. Consult tide tables to figure out if the tide is going in or out and what the
range is. Then prepare for the extreme of the range if you plan to be anchored for a few hours or overnight.
Otherwise, you may end up aground as the tide goes out.
Anchoring Etiquette
1. Come in VERY slowly. Wakes are a no-no in
any anchorage. Don't make one.
2. Pass BEHIND anchored boats when
you're weaving your way through an
anchorage. It's nerve-wracking to see someone passing right over where you know your
anchor line is.
3. Avoid blinding fellow boaters at night
with a million-watt spotlight. Keep your
light aimed low, proceed slowly, have all your
own running lights on, and keep voices low
and clear.
4. First boat sets the precedent. Anchoring is on a first-come, first-served basis. Boats that come in later need
to respect the space needs and 360-degree swinging room (with rode stretched out) of all the other boats
there. If there's simply no room, don't try to squeeze in; find another anchorage. The opposite also holds true:
If there's plenty of room in an anchorage, don't anchor close to another boat; give them privacy and peace.
5. Use a minimum of 5-to-1 scope, unless more is needed. Check in with those nearby. If they've used 5-to-1
scope, and for safety overnight you need to use more, discuss it with boats already anchored near you.
Otherwise, when the wind shifts, you may swing over and be on top of them, likely hitting them. Ideally, an
anchorage of boats should swing around together if they have similar bottom and windage characteristics. But
you can't rely on this.
6. Once the hook is down, don't hop in the dinghy. Nothing screams "inexperienced" louder than leaving the
boat before it has settled back and really set its hook. If you're ashore with a poorly set anchor, you'll likely be
responsible for the slow-motion pinball game that ensues.
7. Sound carries farther on the water. Dogs barking, generators running, and TVs and music blaring are
obvious no-nos. But water can transmit even quieter sounds, especially after dark. Cellphone conversations in
the cockpit, loud talking and laughing late into the night, and amorous encounters can all be heard by a sizable
part of the anchorage. If you must run a genset, anchor near boats similarly equipped, and select a time of day
when most folks are ashore, never during cocktail hour or quiet evening time.
8. Scent carries. Perhaps the worst thing a boater can do is pump the head overboard in an anchorage. Not
only is it usually illegal, it smells and is a safety hazard for swimmers, even many hours later. Use the
pumpouts.
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CLASSIFIEDS

YOUR AD HERE FOR FREE! Send your submissions to melynda@fossharbor.com

2002 Kawasaki KZ1000P for sale.
Very clean ex-Pierce County Sheriff bike. This bike is quick and
a lot of fun to ride.
Runs great, everything except the flashing blue lights works.
Bought another bike, so this one needs a new home.
The images show some damage to the top of the gas tank.
Looks like the tank was stored on end, and gas went out the
vent.
What does it need? A new front tire in the near future. Other
than that, just a new owner.
$2900. Tabs expired.

Jack. 253-973-0019. Call, please, not text.

